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Abs t r ac t

High-order terms in Born expansions of scattering

amplitudes in powers of charge are frequently divergent when

long-range Coulomb interactions are present asymptotically.

Expansions which are free from these logarithmic divergences

have been constructed recently. We illustrate these expansions

with the simplest example, namely the non-relativistic

Rutherford scattering of two charged particles. This approach

represents an adequate framework for the calculation of

transition amplitudes and a comprehensive starting point for

the development of consistent perturbation approximations in

multi-channel descriptions of strongly interacting atomic

systems.
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I. Introduction

The use of perturbation expansions is fundamental to all

of atomic physics. The basic idea is that if a potential is

regarded as a small perturbation disturbing the evolution of the

system, a series expansion in powers of the strength of this

potential may be employed. Such expansions have usually

been called Born series^, even though this name has been lately

restricted to expansions involving free propagators. More

general expansions then receive different names. For instance,

a series in powers of the ratio of the strengths of the potentials

in strongly asymmetric systems^ has been termed the Strong

Potential Born expansion. These expansions have been

developed in many different forms and applied to a wide

variety of problems.

It has been known for a long time that expansions in

powers of charge are not well defined when Coulomb potentials

are present asymptotically. In the case of relativistic quantum

field theory, this dificulty is known as the infrared

divergence3>4,5. Its counterparts on a non-relativistic level are

divergences caused by the long-range of the Coulomb potential.

For instance, in electron-capture reactions, where the

proponderance of a double collision mechanism at high energy

requires a second order description, high-order terms in some

Strong Potential Born expansions are divergent^. Recently it

was shown that the same kind of divergences is also present in



excitation amplitudes^. In fact, the usual non-relativistic

scattering theory is not strictly applicable to the collision of

charged particles because of the long-range of the Coulomb

interaction. The Coulomb potential falls off too slowly at large

distances to satisfy the asymptotic conditions of the theory.

Since the pioneering papers by Dollard^, many different

ways of avoiding this difficulty have been proposed. In a time-

independent version of Dollard's approach, the long-range

effects due to the Coulomb potential have been included in

asymptotically modified improper free states that lead to a

convergent expression for the T-matrix^. Coulomb asymptotic

states of the eikonal form have been introduced in other

Distorted-Wave theories 10. None of these methods expand the

full amplitude in powers of charge. An alternative approach,

previously introduced by Roberts^ 1 and Macek', employs an

on-shell limit of a modified off-energy-shell transition matrix,

which is well defined in terms of plane waves, even though

there are long-range Coulomb interactions in the initial and

final states. This approach is amenable to expansions in powers

of charge.

In order to show how it is possible to develop expansions

which avoid the appearance of logarithmic divergences we will

analyse the simplest case, namely the non-relativistic

Rutherford scattering of two charged particles. This approach

represents an appropriate framework for the calculation of

transition amplitudes and the development of consistent



perturbation approximations in multi-channel scattering

problems.



II. Born Expansion for the Transition Matrix

In order to provide a framework for our discussion, we

first outline the basics of Born expansions in single-channel

collisions. The on-shell ( Ek'=Ek=E ) transition matrix for the

scattering of a particle of mass m and initial momentum k by a

potential V(r) is given by

< k ' | T ( E ) | k > = < k ' | V + V G ( E + i e ) V | k > , ( i )

where lk'> and lk> are free-particle states and G(z)=[z-H0-V]-1

is the full Green's operator. The Born series results from the

assumption that the transition matrix can be expanded in

powers of the strength of the potential,

< k11T(E) |k > = < k* |V|k > + <k ' |VG o (E + ie)V|k > +

with Go(z)=[z-Ho]'l the free Green's operator. The basic theory

of this expansion -including convergence theorems and

applications- has been profusely studied in the literature^

However, when standard textbooks apply this series to the

Coulomb potential V(r)=Z/r, they usually stop with the first

term and fail to mention that higher-order terms do not

exist*3. The standard technique of evaluating these terms as



the R —> °° limit of a Yukawa potential VR(r)= Z/r exp(-r/R)

leads to the appeareance of logarithmic divergences . For R —*

oo the first Born approximation yields the proper expression,

while the second and third Born contributions are

logarithmically divergent for large R 13,14,15 Alternatively,

the well known Rutherford scattering amplitude

in

4k2 1

(3)

with n=mZ/hk the Sommerfeld's parameter, is analytic in the

charge Z and thus has a well defined expansion in powers of Z

with finite coefficients. This contrasts with Eq.(2) which has no

well-defined expansion in powers of Z. This contradiction has

been resolved only recently^, yet this resolution provides the

means to formulate expansions in powers of the charge

generally.



III. Born expansions in the Rutherford scattering

The main shortcoming in the previous standard derivation

of the Born expansion for Rutherford scattering is that the

initial expression Eq.(l) for the transition matrix is not valid in

the presence of Coulomb interactions. As mentioned in the

Introduction, the usual non-relativistic scattering theory is not

applicable to the collision of charged particles because of the

long-range of the Coulomb interaction. Indeed, Rutherford's

transition matrix Eq.(3) is not given by Eq.(l). Schwinger^

shows that the transition matrix Eq. (1) does not approach a

well-defined limit on the energy shell as Efc1 and Ek approach E,

rather

l im <k1|T(E)|k>=g(E.Ek.)t(E)g(E,Ek)
v E >- E (4)

with

g(E,B) =
(5)

and Ek=k2/2m. Solving Eq.(4) gives an explicit expression for

t(E) as the limit of the off-energy-shell transition matrix.

t(E)= l im g(E,Ek.)"'<k l|T(E)|k>g(E>Ek)"
1

E ' -E^E (6)

We now have two expressions for t(E), namely Eq.(3) and

Eq.(6). Eq.(3) is known to have a well-defined power series



expansion in Z, while <k'IT(E)lk> in Eq.(6) does not. Rather it is

known to have logarithmic divergences. The resolution of this

apparent contradiction is fundamental to the formulation of

expansions in powers of charges and charge ratios, and was

achieved only recently' t i l even though it requires only a

simple observation. Note that g(E,E') involves the charge Z

through the Sommerfeld parameter n=mZ/hk. Accordingly,

expansions of the right hand side of Eq.(6) in powers of Z

requires expansion of <k'IT(E)lk> and g(E,E') . When both factors

are expanded in powers of Z it is found that the terms of a

given order are finite and equal to those obtained by expanding

Eq.(3).

To see this we expand the Coulomb transition matrix of

Eq.(3) to second order in the charge Z, and obtain

i - k | 2 ) -

(V)

with y=0.5772. . .

Alternatively, expanding the right hand side of Eq.(6) in

powers of Z requires the expansion of the matrix element

k' |T(E) |k > = < k" | V | k > + < k ' | V G o ( E + ie) V | k

and g(E.E');



(9)

so that the appropriate Born expansion of Eq.(6) reads

t (E)= l i m [ < k ' | V G o ( E + i e ) V | k > -

(Ek.-E)(Ek-E)
o(Z3)}

(10)

Close to the energy shell, the Born expansion of the off-shell T-

matrix yields^ 7

<k'|V|k >=

and

<k'|VG0(E+ie)V|k>=- 1 m

2E|k'-k|

(12)

Upon substituting Eqs.(ll) and (12) into Eq.(lO), the proper

Born expansion Eq.(7) is recovered.

We thus see that the factors g(E,E') play an essential role

in formulating correct expansions of transition matrix elements

in powers of charge. This role has largely gone unnoticed in the

non-relativistic domain since it is not apparent in first order

approximations.



IV. Conclusions

The standard Born expansion of the Rutherford scattering

amplitude yields divergent high-order terms. Here, we have

constructed perturbation expansions which are free from these

logarithmic divergences. The main point is that the expansion

has to be evaluated in a framework where the physical

amplitude is represented as the on-shell limit of a modified off-

shell T-matrix. This approach represents an appropriate

starting point for the development of consistent perturbation

approximations applicable to multi-channel scattering

problems. If the collision involves., both in the initial and final

channels, two agregates of particles which asymptotically

interact through Coulomb potentials, the modified on-shell

transition matrix^ reads

t f l ( E ) = M m g l ( E l E , ) ' 1 < V J | l l
E , E , - E • (13)

with
in

-fin 12 f E. - E *\

(14)

where nj= (Zj/h) [mj/2 (E- ^j ) ] 1 / 2 , Zj and mj are the

Sommerfeld's parameter, the charge and the reduced mass

between the two agregates in the channel j , with ^j the energy

of the corresponding bound state. As in the single-channel



case, a perturbation expansion of the transition matrix requires

expansion of the factors gj(E,Ej) as well as the off-shell T-matrix

element. However it is worthwhile to mention that the

systematic development of such expansion methods -although

possible- is not as simple as for Rutherford scattering. Firstly,

in some situations an expansion of a transition matrix element

in powers of a weak potential is not possible since the

asymptotic aggregate states may not be bound in lowest order.

Secondly, mainly in rearrangement processes, there can be

more than one natural expansion parameter. However, as we

have shown, the common assumption that wave functions

satisfying correct asymptotic boundary conditions are needed

to eliminate divergent terms is not true. It suffices to take the

on-shell limit correctly. Thus we regard Eq.(13) as an

appropriate starting point to formulate perturbation-type

approximation schemes when only two aggregates are present

in the initial and final states.
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